
TONY ROBBINS BUSINESS PLAN

This is force #1 of the 7 Forces of Business Mastery: Know Where You Really Are and Create an Effective Business
Map. You need to stop focusing on how to set up a business plan and instead focus on creating a business map. What
is business process mapping, and how does it differ.

Sales mastery systems. Show you care! Back in the early s, if railroad companies in the U. Twitter 0 The pace
of change has accelerated to the point where a business plan is no longer enough to plot the future of your
business with any certainty. A business map solves both problems. Then, you have to know who you are and
who you need in order to have long-term success. Be prepared! In order to succeed, it is vital that you do the
right thing at the right time. Everyone is responsible for the company and the brand. If you always offer 3
options. How to make a massive action plan MAP A 3-step process to achieve tangible results Posted by:
Team Tony Do you know the results you want to achieve in your business? The result: a clear vision of how to
make your business grow. The fifth force that business leaders must understand is the power of both financial
and legal analysis. Then, you can broaden your horizon. This is a tip from Warren Buffett. Having a business
map really means framing your business in terms that enable you to see opportunities and threats that you
might otherwise overlook. Love Numbers. Again, no business growth strategies work without a full, accurate
picture of your current position. Organize mutual obligations in your company. Consider your business an
asset. Negotiation: prepare yourself determine your checklist and determine your desired outcome in advance.
We're treasure hunters. Double all 3. Step 2: Your origin story Why did you originally get into this business?
What benefit to the customer makes your company truly unique? No Matter What Happens. Those little
details -- every lead you generate, every margin you increase, every promotion you run, every transaction you
make, every sales person you hire -- if you don't measure it, you're not managing it. Figures and measurements
are the keys to optimization. I dumped everything I had on these seven people. Add extreme value, more than
anyone else. How do you position your business in this hyper-competitive environment? Buying cheaply. Live
inside your head and you are dead. Money-back guarantee! Who do you have now as part of your team?
Allow a younger generation to grow it, so you can sell the other half for much more at the age of 65, instead of
selling the entire company at 65 when it has devalued significantly.


